My Story…

…by Patricia Dawn (Wilson) Geyling

I was diagnosed with ALS on September 18, 2017 at the age of 51. From the moment I was informed my life would likely be cut short,
I began thinking about “legacy projects” and the things I wanted to leave behind for those I love so deeply. As you can imagine, it
became pretty overwhelming pretty quickly. How could the letters I wanted to write to my loved ones NOT be 1000 pages long
EACH? How could I predict all that I would want to say to my kids on their wedding day in a videotaped message? At what point
would I be satisfied with my parting words and actions? The answers to these questions are clear…They couldn’t, I couldn’t and
“satisfaction” is a completely unrealistic expectation. I’m dying…my body is slowly (but not slow enough) shutting down forcing me to
walk a path of decreasing physical functionality through total dependence to certain death. I’m having a hard time imagining a
situation within this journey where “satisfaction” on any level can be achieved especially as it relates to sharing more with my family
and friends….more love, more life, more of each other.
Facing a terminal diagnosis is a terrifying and crushing reality but it also comes with a gift of motivation to dig in deep and figure out
how to “end well”. For me, ending well has everything to do with walking this journey close to God and in community with the people I
love. My family is coping well and there is so much we are “doing right” and, yet, I still have this nagging fear that I’ll get it wrong
somehow (as if there is some step from a “how to” book that I’ll miss which will lead to devastating ramifications). Navigating this path
is requiring a daily effort to not get caught up in the fear and “what ifs” of the journey but instead to live in the moment, trust God, trust
my instincts, stay true to myself and embrace my story…however it unfolds. The goal is to live it with as much love and gratitude as is
humanly possible.
I used to think that when I came to the end of my life, being remembered would be really important to me. I’m realizing I was wrong
about that. Even if I were to live a long, full life, I’d be lucky if the memory of me carried on for another generation. What I’m finding to
be of greater value over being remembered is being understood by the people I love. There are details about me I want my people to
know…nothing particularly exceptional but a lot of simple (seemingly insignificant) details that add up to the big picture of me. That’s
what this book is about. It’s the knitting together of pieces of my past so that through it, I might be understood a little better. It’s me
in a nutshell.
To You With Love, Trish
April 2018
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My Story’s Introduction
For the past several years, I’ve been known primarily as wife to Rolf, mother to 4 children (Wilson, Max, Olivia and Rudy), a Jesus follower, a
community volunteer, a (very) small business owner and up until July 25, 2017, a special needs mom. Less than two months before my ALS
diagnosis, we suddenly lost our youngest child Rudy. He was born with a serious congenital heart defect known as HLHS (Hypoplastic Left Heart
Syndrome) and his compromised heart failed without warning. He was 8 1/2 years old. Because Rudy’s special care was a 24/7 effort his whole life,
it was easy for me to get lost in my identity as a wife, mother, homemaker, caregiver. I don’t say this begrudgingly as I very much appreciated the
luxury of being able to stay home and care for my family under the extraordinary circumstances in which we found ourselves…but it was isolating as
times. Having ALS is taking that feeling of isolation to a whole other level (especially as I slowly lose my ability to interact with the world around me)
and so I’m taking advantage of creating this book as an opportunity to “rediscover” myself as well. Like our family blog at https://rudysbeat.com/,
this book may end up being more of a therapeutic exercise than anything else and that’s okay with me. Experience has taught me that processing
life creatively can be full of fun surprises. That’s certainly my hope in the process of making this book. :)

My Beginning
I was a bit of a surprise but I’ve been assured over the years that my arrival was greatly anticipated once the shock wore
off. ;) My family hoped for a girl and got their wish. (Yay!) My story began in the early morning hours of February 27, 1966
in Arlington Heights, Illinois. I was born into a family of four that included my father Richard Harry Wilson Sr (Dick), my
mother Phyllis JoAn (Fink) Wilson (Jo) and two older brothers, Richard Harry Wilson Jr (Rick) and Steven Treu Wilson
(Steve). We lived at 121 South Greeley Street in a split-level home in Palatine, IL - a suburb of Chicago. I was born at
dawn which, I’m told, is why my middle name is Dawn. My dad worked hard at Travelers Insurance Co to provide a
comfortable, middle-class life for our family (at times working two jobs to care for his parents as well). My mom worked
outside our home too. Early on I remember her teaching typing and business classes at a local Adult Ed program and
later she was an Executive Assistant at Xerox and a local insurance agency. I was well cared for and very much loved.
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There is no doubt that I was an ADORABLE baby! My all-time favorite picture of me is the bottom right on this page with my hands folded (age 3).
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The school years that followed, however, were decidedly LESS adorable. Ha Ha! (Those glasses tho!) Kindergarten thru 12th grade…
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My Dad was born in Schenectady, NY on December 29, 1931 and adopted by Harry and Irene (Mohrhoff) Wilson.

My mom was born in Quinter, KS on December 1, 1931 to Clinton and Dora (Treu) Fink and older brother Jack.
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My parents met in college at the University of Kansas in Lawrence and they married on July 15, 1956 in Quinter, KS

The family that followed…
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Rick married Leslie (Brown Gordon) and became dad to Rob (married to Randi) and Stefanie (married to Josh Vargo).
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Steve married Michelle (Willis) and their children include Rachel (and Josh Hurt), Emma (and Josh Mais), Jonathan and Michael.

My Grandpa Harry died before I was born. My Grandma Irene lived with us for a bit when I was very young. Sadly, my memories of her are few.
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I was closest to my Grammy Fink. We shared a love for crafting and pinochle. I had many summer adventures with her in Quinter and they are among my favorite childhood memories.

Grandpa Clint
When I was nearly 6 months old, my
mom and I made the trek from Chicago
to Quinter, KS to see my Grandpa Clint
as he had suffered a couple of heart
attacks and wasn’t well. As the story
goes, my grandma left me playing on his
lap for a minute while she ran to do
something in another room. While she
was gone, my grandpa lifted me onto the
floor, got down on all fours and crawled
along with me. When my grandma
came back into the room she scolded
Clint for being out of his chair – he was
supposed to be resting! Ignoring her
rebuke, he leaned back and said “Aw,
Babe, isn’t she the sweetest thing you
ever did see?”. He died in his sleep later
that night. My Grandma loved telling
me that story and I loved hearing it. :)
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My roots in the church.

My Faith
I grew up in a Christian home and consider myself blessed to come
from a strong Christian lineage. My mom grew up in a Christian home.
My dad accepted Christ at a Billy Graham Crusade when he was a
young man and I always thought that was special. At the time of my
birth, my family attended the Peace Reformed Church (Presbyterian in
practice) in Arlington Heights and I was baptized there when I was 1
month old. Later, our family became members of the First Baptist
Church of Palatine which is where I accepted Christ as my personal
Savior at the age of six and where I chose to be baptized again.
When I was 10 years old, we moved to Indianapolis, IN and found our
church home at Northside Baptist Church. These were formative years
for me spiritually as I was very involved in Sunday School and Youth
Group. I had close friends at church and was an active volunteer. In
high school, I joined Young Life and in college, I participated in Campus
Crusade for Christ. My enthusiasm for church and my love for Jesus
were genuine. I was inspired to become a missionary by the stories I
learned in Sunday School about folks like Lottie Moon (a missionary to
China in the late 1800s-early 1900s).
By the time I left for college, I was convinced I was going to be a
missionary overseas and decided to major in English thinking that would
be broad enough to be of use in many ways on the mission field. While
in college, I began a lengthy process with AIM (African Inland Mission) to
determine whether or not I’d be a good fit within their organization and
vice versa. At the end of a nearly yearlong process, I was offered a
position to teach English on the Comoro Islands off the southeast coast
of Africa. I was thrilled and couldn’t wait to tell my parents. They
weren’t as thrilled as I was and I found their initial lukewarm response
frustrating. Assuming they were just being overprotective, I was angry.
How could they raise me to respect and support the missionaries we
learned about in church and then NOT support my decision to become
one?!? They had rational, well articulated reasons for their concern and I
ultimately decided to “honor my father and mother” and turn down the
invitation. This was a difficult decision and I never did make it to Africa
but the process did help to strengthen my commitment to Christ and
affirm “service” as a core value in my spiritual walk.

Within just a few weeks, I attended church and heard a guest speaker
share about his ministry in the inner city of Los Angeles. My roommate
at the time was interested in inner-city missions and she ended up
talking with him later that afternoon…I went along for moral support. By
the end of the meeting, he was inviting us BOTH to join his organization.
“I can’t send single women into the inner city by themselves. I believe
God is calling you to come together!” I was stunned, to say the least,
but the more I prayed about it, the more excited I got. At the end of that
school year, Katie and I graduated and headed south to join World
Impact in San Diego’s National City neighborhood. The two years I
spent in San Diego were two of the most prolific years of my life
spiritually. I grew in my love for Jesus, my love for the inner city and my
love for living in community. I met Rolf during that time, got married and
moved to WI’s ministry in Los Angeles where Rolf and I continued to
serve for nearly 8 more years. Rolf became the LA City Director and I
enjoyed using my gifts in teaching and music as a community minister.
Although Rolf and I left full-time ministry in 1999, ministry outside our
home and serving the church remained a high value for us as a couple
and later as a family. I shared about my spiritual journey and God’s
calling at a Westmont chapel on March 24, 2014. (You can find it by
googling “Trisha Geyling” or at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XhmsM-UqNCg)
Of course, my faith is more than “a call to action”…it defines me,
gives meaning & a rich depth to my life and impacts my daily choices.
Difficult life circumstances, in recent years especially, have forced me to
wrestle with my faith and reexamine the biblical principles I’ve held as
truth for most of my life but, ultimately, the challenges have served to
strengthen my faith. My trust in God and my hope in Christ and the
presence of the Holy Spirit have all rooted a depth in my being that goes
beyond my ability to illustrate or explain. There is great comfort in
knowing I am loved by God and that God holds me and my family in the
palm of His hand. Beyond what my faith means for me personally, I am
awestruck by the “bigger picture” of God’s plan and the eternal
experience. It is a powerful story of which I get to play a part and that’s
amazing to me!!
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A note from Dad about me going to Africa. Also, I love that whenever anyone asks me what my favorite bible verse is, I end up speaking a blessing over that person!

Legacy of faith, worship and service in action…I’m so grateful for the grace extended to Rolf’s and my family!
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My Travels
I don’t remember traveling a whole lot
growing up. Any vacation time my parents had
was usually spent visiting family in Kansas
(photo: Castle Rock and my BFFs in Quinter).
There were a few fun trips, though…we
travelled once to DisneyWorld in Orlando when I
was 8 yrs. old, once to South Dakota to see Mt.
Rushmore when I was in Jr. High and a couple
of ski trips to my uncle’s condo in Colorado.
Maybe the fact that we didn’t travel much
when I was young fueled my desire to travel
when I got older. As a young adult, I enjoyed
touring the world with Up With People and then
traveled to Europe all by myself to visit my
brother Rick and his family when they were
stationed in Germany with the Army. I LOVED
the two trips Rolf and I made to Austria to visit
his extended family and our cross-country train
trip to visit Steve and Michelle in Montgomery,
AL before we had kids. I would have enjoyed
traveling more with our young family if it hadn’t
been so tricky with Rudy.
I may not have made it to many exotic, far
away lands, but I do find it fascinating that I
managed to establish many sweet friendships
all over the world. Friendships that enriched my
life and made me part of the global community I
longed for in my desire to travel.
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When I was little, I was passionate about Donny & Marie Osmond, Ronald McDonald (some things never change) and Laura Ingalls Wilder

My Passions
My grownup passions included…1.) WORSHIP! I began leading worship in college and it’s a passion I pursued off and on ever since. My one real
regret is that I didn’t pursue excellence in my craft…I wish I had taken guitar lessons and had more head knowledge about music theory because it
might have helped me overcome my insecurities regarding music and my stage freight (which I STILL battle) but my heart was always genuine in my
worship of God and worship through music has definitely been a spiritual language for me. 2.) JEWELRY MAKING! When the big boys were tiny, I
was in a season where I had fewer opportunities to play music and I definitely felt a creative void in my life so I ended up enrolling in a silversmithing
class at a local adult ed program to fulfill a longtime desire to make my own jewelry. My desire to explore a fun, new skill turned into a life-giving
hobby and, eventually, a sweet, small business that I enjoyed very much. 3.) FAMILY! For the past 21 years, I can honestly say my greatest passion
has been my family…being a wife and mother is the most challenging thing I’ve done but also the most rewarding by far. Motherhood came naturally
to me and although I struggled with being a stay at home mom at times, I always recognized what a gift it was to be home with and for our kids.
.
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Previous page - Top 5 Days of my lifetime: Nov 7, 1992-Apr 9, 1997-Mar 10, 1999-Sep 9, 2002 -Oct 1, 2008 * This page - Family pics 2010-2013
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Family pics 2014-2017

There’s never a shortage of laughter and fun with this family (2014 and again in 2018)
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These photos need an explanation…

So, there are some photos floating
around in my bins of memorabilia that need
some explaining (Ha Ha). It all started my
sophomore year in high school. I was
growing increasingly frustrated by my lack
of confidence in social situations. I was a
classic introvert, not particularly popular
with my peers in school and in need of
some serious confidence boosting. At
some point, I decided attending “Tiffany’s
Modeling and Finishing School” in Carmel,
IN would be helpful so I babysat and saved
up the money to enroll the summer of 1982.
For eight weeks, I learned how to put on
makeup, style an outfit, walk, sit, talk and
present myself with confidence and poise in
public.
My efforts that summer actually helped
and I blossomed socially during my Junior
year! At the urging of my instructor, I
ended up participating in a few local
pageants (including the Marion County Fair
Queen Pageant finishing in the top 10) and I
got a couple of paying jobs modeling at
local bridal shows. It was a fun experience
and ultimately helped me harness some of
my teenage insecurities and begin to
confidently express myself.
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My Boyfriends
I had four boyfriends in my lifetime. They deserve mention because
they were all used by God to shape me and when I look back on it, I can
identify very specific gifts they each gave to me.
Jody was my high school sweetheart and first love. He and I started
dating the fall of our Junior year in High School in 1983. He transferred
to Lawrence North from another school and was living in foster care with
a couple in my neighborhood. Jody was tall, dark, handsome,
mysterious and the talk of the school. :) Although he had a bit of a bad
boy reputation, he was always kind and respectful to me. I was
surprised when he took an interest in me because he seemed so much
cooler than I was but it was natural and fun to hang out with him. We
dated for a year and again the summer after we graduated. I learned a
lot about myself during that time…he made me feel special and helped
boost my confidence in interacting with my peers. He drew me out of
my introverted self and I think the stability I represented helped him too.
Mike and I met when I took a year off in college to travel with Up With
People in 1986-87. We shared a love for music and we had fun
discovering the world together with our cast mates on our yearlong tour.
At the end of our tour, Mike knew I wanted to finish my college degree at
a school in California. I always dreamed of moving to California and
assumed I would settle in Southern CA somewhere but we went to LA
on our tour and I hated it! Mike suggested I check out Sacramento State
and helped me connect with his sister who was a student there. I flew
out and Jackie and I bonded immediately. I ended up moving to
Sacramento 6 months later, lived with Jackie and her housemates and
finished my BA in English at Cal State Sacramento in 1990. Ironically,
when I did finally end up living in LA, I loved it and enjoyed my 15 years
there! It just goes to show that timing is everything. Sacramento was a
great stepping stone for me in my California migration!
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Jeff was a part of the Campus Crusade community I connected with
at Sac State. He lived with a group of guys in a house just a couple
blocks away from where I lived with my housemates. We all became a
committed community of friends that did life together…we pursued
Jesus, studied, ate, played, worked, vacationed and grappled with all the
“what next?” questions of a graduating college student together. I love
that my relationship with Jeff was born out of this group of friends. My
appreciation for “Christian Community” really grew during this time and
Jeff was a big part of that.
Rolf and I met in January of 1991 at a “new staff” training retreat for
World Impact missionaries. We became fast friends and hung out
whenever WI events between the LA and San Diego ministries
overlapped. ;) We began dating in September of that year and were
engaged 8 months later! Rolf is the love of my life and God has used
him to impact my life the most…obviously! God continues to use Rolf to
help me hone in on my understanding of myself as well as to refine in me
who God is creating me to be. We’re a good pair and I’m grateful he
asked and I said “yes”.
Although I didn’t stay in close contact with my three former beaus
over the years , I consider them friends…Mike and Jeff came to my
wedding and I remained close to Jody’s adoptive mom Sarah all these
years. Shortly after the news of my ALS was public, Jody messaged me
and wrote “I am not really a praying person but I am thinking about you.
I have always considered the world a better place with you in it.”…a
sweet and comforting sentiment that makes me grateful that I can look
back on these significant friendships from so long ago with fond
memories and a smile.

Jody in 1983, Mike in 1987, Jeff in 1989, Rolf in 1991
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My Love Story
Rolf and I talked a lot about dating each other
before we actually started dating! I used to joke that
our process was a cerebral one but we had a few
things to process…first of all, we were living in two
different cities trying to figure out how a long
distance relationship was going to work and
secondly, we were a part of a missions organization
that had some pretty specific guidelines for dating.
To complicate things, I thought I was called to be
single at the time I met Rolf so I wasn’t necessarily
“looking”. It was kind of a confusing time for me but
Rolf persevered and won me over…took about a
month! Ha Ha
We began dating in September of 1991- we saw
“Phantom of the Opera” in LA on our first date! We
got engaged on May 10, 1992 atop the Golden Gate
Bridge’s south tower. Our wedding day was
Saturday November 7th, 1992 on a BEAUTIFUL fall
day in Chula Vista, CA. We were surrounded by
friends and family who flew in from out of town and a
host of staff & community friends from our two
ministries in Los Angeles and San Diego…there was
standing room only in the church! :) It was such a fun
day. A hurricane hit Hawaii just a few weeks before
our wedding and diverted our Honeymoon plans from
Kauai to Maui. My run-in with a bed of sea urchins
as well as a kidney infection made for an even more
memorable honeymoon but we survived and even
managed to laugh a lot throughout the trip. :)
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My Family-in-law
When I married Rolf, I married into a special
family. I became a part of a family that included
Rolf’s parents Franz and Helga (Donhoffer)
Geyling, an older sister Andrea and her husband
Ray Webb, another older sister Cora and her
husband Brian Connelly, a younger brother Alex
and later came along Alex’s wife Teresa
(DeRojas) and Andrea’s forever husband John
Moore. I love my in-laws. I love their Austrian
heritage, Franz’s unique family history in China
and the siblings’ extended/adopted/blended
families. I’m grateful for the many ways they’ve
invested in the California Geylings over the
years and the genuine love we share. That’s
not always the case with in-laws and it’s
something I’ve never taken for granted.
Before I even met Rolf and his family, Austria
was my very favorite of all the countries I had
been to and, well, because I was a super fan of
“The Sound of Music” since I was a little girl, it
all seemed like it was meant to be! Ha Ha Ha
I am forever grateful to Rolf’s parents for
accepting me into their family and treating me
like their own…my life was made rich by the
birth family and in-law family I was blessed to
have and I am grateful!
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The Geyling Family

Choosing godparents for our children was born out of Rolf’s and my value for living life in community. I’m so grateful for these special friends and the worldwide village of friends they represent!
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My Dreams
I had a couple of dreams growing up that were high on my wish list. The first was to travel with Up With People - an international, cross-cultural
program that empowers “young people to be positive agents of change for a more hopeful, trusting and peaceful world through music and action”. I
saw Up With People perform in elementary school and thought they were celebrities! Ha Ha I went to a two-year private women’s college in 1984
and shortly before I graduated with my Associate of Arts degree from Cottey College in 1986, I had the opportunity to audition for Up With People.
Much to my delight, I was accepted and spent a gap year touring around the world performing and serving the communities we visited. I enjoyed
seeing the world, living with host families and participating in countless service projects. I had a BLAST performing our 2-hour show night after
night…I was one of our show’s MCs, I sang a couple of solos and danced in a handful of numbers. It was a highlight experience for me and
established sweet friendships with cast mates that have lasted 30+ years. (Pictured below: on tour with Cast C in 1986/7)

More tour pics, Receiving the “Everyday Hero Award” (nominated by my cast mates) in 2011 and our 30th Reunion in 2016
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My Dreams continued…

In addition to traveling with UWP, I had a strong desire to live in California from a very young age. My mom lived in Santa Ana for a couple of years
before she and my dad got married and I caught the “California bug” listening to her stories. I mentioned before how I got to California initially…I
moved to Sacramento after my gap year with Up With People to finish my college education. After I graduated from Sac State, I joined World Impact
staff and moved to San Diego in 1990. When I married Rolf in 1992, I moved to Los Angeles and we lived in South Central for nearly 8 years. We
stayed in the LA area until 2007 having moved a few times to Monrovia, Glendale and Tujunga. In July of 2007 we moved for the last time to Santa
Barbara where we found our permanent home in Goleta. I’m bummed we lived so far away from both of our extended families but I never regretted
living in California. I LOVE the big cities of California, the diversity, the natural beauty, the yummy Mexican food and the amazing weather.. It’s
everything I hoped it would be and more! :) (My photos - this page: Los Angeles. Next page left to right: June Lake, Beaumont Park in San Diego,
the Redwoods, Catalina Island, Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, Goleta Beach, Goleta Pier, Santa Barbara and Morro Rock)

My Songs
My interest in music began at a very young age. I spent hours
in my room listening to Broadway musical soundtracks and
singing along with lyric sheets I would painstakingly copy while
listening to LPs one line at a time. I sang all the time at home
and when I was in junior high school, I began to sing publicly at
church and in school choirs. In high school, I picked up the
guitar for the first time and learned a few simple chords from my
friend Dave. I never took any formal lessons but I was motivated
to learn on my own and before I knew it, I was writing my own
songs with just a few chords under my belt.
In the early 80s, I was strongly influenced by a group of
emerging contemporary Christian artists like Amy Grant, Sandi
Patti, Keith Green, Michael W. Smith, and Rich Mullins. Although
I appreciated all types of music (still do), I was drawn mostly to
folk music and a less synthesized sound.
My songwriting spanned from 1986-1992. I’m not sure why it
was such a short season. For some reason, I struggled to find
my voice through music when I moved to Los Angeles. My most
prolific songwriting season was the two years I lived in San Diego
and that was due, in large part, to my musical partnership with
Grace VanNortwick. I never felt my songs were meant for a
larger audience but they sure helped me process life as a young
adult and a handful of the songs I wrote way back when are
songs I still use to worship privately today.
Here are a few of my favorites and the stories behind them:
All I Ever Want…I don’t remember the specifics behind why I
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wrote this song but I do remember having an unquenchable thirst
for God as a young missionary. My faith was being challenged
and deepened on a daily basis as I ministered in the inner city
and all I wanted was to truly know and love God. This song was
born out of my heart prayer at the time.
Hallelujah, My Own…I wrote this song a month before my
wedding day. At the time, I was recovering from surgery,
planning final wedding details, preparing to move to Los Angeles,
changing jobs, saying goodbye to a community of friends I
adored and anticipating being married! It was a mixed bag, for
sure, and this song came to me quickly as I pondered all that
filled my heart then. “In every pain You are my help. In every joy
You are my laughter. And through it all my spirit longs to worship
You, to lift my hands and praise Your name.” Yep, still true.
The Wedding Prayer…This song doesn’t need much explanation.
I wrote it for Rolf’s and my wedding ceremony and when I read
the lyrics now, I’m kind of stunned at how prophetic it was…it’s
just a really, really appropriate prayer, in retrospect, knowing all
the twists and turns that life had in store for us.
The Timeless Love of Christ…I really love this lullaby. I love the
picture it paints of God. I wrote it when my niece Rachel was itty
bitty and I sang it to my own babies. I recorded it for a children’s
tape I made long, long ago and thankfully so because when I was
in the hospital with Rudy, Olivia played it as part of her nightly
bedtime routine. I wouldn’t be surprised if there were many
nights it was being played at home while I was singing it to Rudy
in person at the hospital…it was a comfort to me too. ;)

Making music is always more fun with others! I love the many music partners I’ve had over the years! (this page and next)
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My Song Lyrics
LORD, ALL I EVER WANT:

THE WEDDING PRAYER:

THE TIMELESS LOVE OF CHRIST:

Lord, all I ever want in life is to know You.
To fully and completely know Your wisdom and
Your will Only Yours, Lord, only Yours.

Lord, here we stand before You
Praying for Your wisdom as we start
New life as man and wife.
You joined our hearts as friends
With a common love for You, then gave
To us our hearts’ desire.

O Precious Child, it’s time to nap.
It’s time to close your eyes.
The Lord above is watching you.
He’ll keep you safe tonight.

Lord, all I ever want in life is to love You.
To fully and completely do my best to sing my
songs of love to You, only You.
Show me how, Lord,
How to pray and how to live Your word, Lord.
To better know and better love you, my Lord.
I pray that one day I will be like You.

HALLELUJAH, MY OWN:
In all my weakness You are strong
In all my victories You’re glorified
And like a song that fills my heart with comfort,
Your love fills my heart with peace.
In every pain You are my help.
In every joy You are my laughter.
And through it all my spirit longs to worship
You - To lift my hands and praise Your name.

(Chorus)
May everything we do reflect only You.
Your tender heart, Your character of truth.
May our motivation to serve You, Lord,
Grow stronger than before.
May everything we do reflect
The power of love in You.
Grant us grace enough to
Accept each other as we face
The storms that life may bring.
You alone, Jehovah, are capable of bringing
peace and joy into our lives.
(Bridge)
Holy Spirit, empower us to do the will of
God. Reveal to us the Masters plan and
nurture our love.

His stars up high shine down on you
To light your nighttime path.
May your dreams be pleasant ones
That make your spirit laugh.
When you awake, the sun will shine
To brighten up your day.
The Lord, your God, will be here still
To watch you as you play.
So don’t forget to thank Him child
For all He does for you.
He thinks you’re very, very special.
Let’s show Him that He’s special too.
Precious Child, it’s time to sleep.
It’s time to say “Goodnight”
And pray that children everywhere
Will know the timeless love of Christ.

Hallelujah! My Father.
Hallelujah! My Friend.
Hallelujah! My God and King.
Hallelujah! My Own.
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My Essence
Merriam-Webster defines “essence” like this…”the permanent
as contrasted with the accidental element of being”. I like that.
Given this definition, I guess you could say most of this book
describes the “accidental” elements of my life that helped shape
who I became. But what about the “permanent” elements of my
being…who I am fundamentally at my core…who did God create
me to be from the start? I’ve worked hard to understand myself.
I haven’t clocked in a ton of hours with a therapist or read many
“self-help” books on the subject. I have taken a couple of
personality assessments like Myers-Briggs (I’m a solid ISTJ, by
the way) and StrengthFinders (My Top 5 are Empathy, Discipline,
Consistency, Developer and Responsibility) but, mostly, my hard
work in understanding myself has been through life experience
observing how I respond to life and interact with the people that
fill my life.
It was clear from an early age that I was born a sensitive,
people pleasing, conflict avoiding optimist. Ha Ha! A curious
combination to me because the sensitive, people pleasing part of
me could easily breed self-doubt and insecurity which seems in
direct contrast to the optimistic side of me. The combination,
however, served to make me compassionate and attentive to the
needs of others as well as joyful and hopeful.
The expression “Jack of all trades, master of none” could
definitely be used to describe me. I enjoyed being able to do a
lot of things well but I never mastered any one skill. I can trace
this to a couple of my personality traits. First of all, I was largely
motivated by felt need. Everything I did was done for a reason…I
was deliberate and thoughtful in how I filled my days. If the skill
served a practical purpose then I’d learn how to do it (i.e. learning
how to cut hair in college) and, therefore, the goal was usually
function over expertise. It was also hard for me to indulge in
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personal pursuits. In many cases it felt like a luxury to invest the
time and resources necessary to master a certain skill (i.e. taking
singing or guitar lessons) and luxury was never a priority for me. I
think jewelry making was an exception because it became a
hobby that paid for itself and, therefore, it felt justified. ;) In
addition, because I’m an introvert, it required additional effort for
me to put myself out there and take risks so I very much needed
the encouragement and affirmation of others to give me a nudge
toward more challenging choices.
When I was in high school, my good friend Ron said to me
“Patsy, Why are you so happy all the time?”. With a chuckle I
responded “Because I have Jesus in my life”. I can see now
more than ever what a true statement that was. I’m grateful I’ve
had an awareness of Jesus in my life from a very early age
because I think there are aspects of my personality that could
have easily led me to depressive, dark places but, instead, I’m
generally known as cheerful, joyful, kind, faithful, creative,
productive, courageous, intentional, helpful, organized, a
gatherer, a cheerleader, happy, a hard worker, the life of the
party, a celebrator, “sparkle”, “pizazz” and one who ministers out
of my own pain and heartache (a list compiled by friends). I am a
combination of dark and light and I believe the scale was tipped
in favor of the light more often than not because of Jesus in my
life. My friend Katie described me “as a bit of a contradiction”
when I was a young adult…louder than life and laughing with all
my might, often the life of the party, but also often melancholy
and struggling with my emotions. Yep, that’s me and I can
honestly say I like me! I’m grateful for my seemingly
contradictory personality traits and love that as I matured, I
became comfortable in my own skin…and, in the end, am known
as a loving, playful person..so much of God’s grace in my story!

This is my “Launching Letter” to the kids when they headed off to college…
It captures my heart and is what I hope I’ve accomplished in my own approach to life.

Precious One,
LOVE GOD with everything that makes you uniquely you. Love Him with your big heart, your passions, your gifts &
talents and your intelligence. Demonstrate your love for Him in your joy for life and in your knowledge of and love for His
word…BELIEVE, whether you “feel” it or not, that you are loved by God and worthy (worthy not because of what you do
but because of what Christ did on the cross) of His love…
BE PATIENT with people. Be discerning…Identify and seek to understand the weaknesses in the people that surround
you but ALWAYS encourage, support and celebrate their strengths. Prioritize people and be known for your gentleness.
BE KIND to yourself. Be self aware…Identify and seek to understand your weaknesses but know and use your
strengths with confidence, humility and grace. Enjoy yourself. Laugh often. Make room for things that refresh your
spirit and bring a smile to your face AND CHOOSE to do the less desirable things in life with a happy heart.
BE RESPONSIBLE for yourself, the things you say and the things you do. Own your mistakes and grow from them.
EMBRACE LIFE…ALL of it! Live life fully in all circumstances…sometimes in BIG, OUT LOUD ways but mostly in
simple, quiet ways. Embrace each season whether happy or heartbreaking with faith and never forget that God is near.
As you prepare to take this next big step toward independence, it boils down to this: the choices your dad and I made
in raising you won’t guarantee you success or wealth or even an easy life but we can guarantee you a life rich in
relationship and purpose if your choices from here on out reflect the values we tried hard to live out as a young family…
sometimes our efforts were clumsy and sometimes our efforts were spot on but our goal was always that you would
know God and that you would know through our words and through our actions how very much you are loved!
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My Timeline
February 27, 1966
The day I was born in Arlington Heights/Palatine, IL
(121 S. Greeley Street, Palatine, IL)
December 1976
My dad was offered a promotion at Travelers Ins. Co and we moved to Indianapolis, IN
(8401 E. 82nd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46256)
May 1984
I graduated from Lawrence North High School in Indianapolis, IN
May 1986
I graduated from Cottey College in Nevada, MO with an Associates of Arts degree
July 1986-July 1987
I toured with Up With People
January 1988
I moved to Sacramento, CA
May 1990
I graduated from California State University in Sacramento (CSUS) with a BA in English and a TESOL certificate
May 1990-November 1992
I lived in San Diego and ministered in the inner city with World Impact
November 7, 1992
I married Rolf and moved to Los Angeles where we continued to work for World Impact
June 1999-January 2007
We left World Impact staff, Rolf went to seminary and we lived in a few places
(Sunset Beach, San Diego for 5 months, Monrovia, Glendale and Tujunga)
until Rolf was offered a job at the Santa Barbara Rescue Mission
July 5, 2007
After 6 months on the market, our house in Tujunga, CA sold and
we moved our family to Santa Barbara where we lived at the Rescue Mission temporarily :)
August 2007-present
We moved our family to 6250 Avenida Gorrion, Goleta, CA 93117 (the place I’ve lived the longest in my lifetime!)
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You can read more from me on our family blog at www.rudysbeat.com
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This book is dedicated to my loves, my family…
Rolf Bernhard Geyling, Wilson Thomas Geyling, Maximilian Rixford Geyling, Olivia Johanna Geyling
and in precious memory of
Clinton Rudolf Geyling

